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The influence of the spatial confinement on the electronic and vibrational contributions to longitudinal electric-dipole properties
of model linear molecules including HCN, HCCH and CO2 is discussed. The effect of confinement is represented by two-
dimensional harmonic oscillator potential of cylindrical symmetry, which mimics the key features of various types of trapping
environments like, for instance, nanotubes or quantum well wires. Our results indicate that in general both (electronic and
vibrational) contributions to (hyper)polarizabilities diminish upon spatial confinement. However, since the electronic term is
particularly affected, the relative importance of vibrational contributions is larger for confined species. This effect increases also
with the degree of anharmonicity of vibrational motion.

Effects of high pressure and spatial confinement on electronic
structure play a major role in many areas of physics and chem-
istry, including nanotechnology, astrophysics and physics of
plasma.1–12 Response of an atomic or molecular system to a
strong confining environment found in endohedral complexes,
mesoporous materials and molecular containers or subjected
to extreme pressures, like those induced in the diamond-anvil,
can be theoretically described, to a first approximation, con-
sidering a box of penetrable or impenetrable walls.2–8 The
corresponding confining potential, which leads to the orbital
compression (deformation) of guest molecule or atom, can be
introduced in the Hamiltonian in the form of one electron op-
erator:

H = H0 +Vconf, (1)

where H0 is the Hamiltonian of isolated molecule. Such an
approach, encompassing several types of model confining po-
tentials (penetrable spherical box, harmonic oscillator as well
as Gaussian confining potential), was recently applied in a se-
ries of ab initio studies concerning the influence of spatial re-
striction on the electric-dipole properties, which is also the
subject of this communication. The set of dipolar molecules
and molecular complexes studied thus far includes LiH, HF,
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LiF, HCl, HCCCN, HArF and linear complexes of HCN.13–20

The effect of spatial confinement on the electric properties
was also analyzed for the LiH, HF, LiF, HCl, and HCCCN
molecules based on the supermolecular approximation,18–20

in which case the molecular cages, represented by either car-
bon nanotubes or nanotube-like helium clusters, were used to
render the confining environment.

In this paper we extend our previous efforts by studying
the effects of confining potential on the vibrational contri-
butions to molecular polarizability (α), first (β ) and second
hyperpolarizability (γ) of three polyatomic molecules: CO2,
HCN and HCCH. It is fair to mention that the vibrational
(hyper)polarizabilities of these molecules in an unconfined
environment were studied by other authors.21–27 Vibrational
contributions to electric properties of carbon dioxide were
studied extensively24–28 but mainly at the SCF level of theory
(for the most reliable results we refer to the recent study of
Naves et al.28). More accurate results are available only for
HCCH molecule, for which Medved’ et al.23 reported nuclear
relaxation polarizability and second hyperpolarizability.
These authors demonstrated that electron correlation effects
have minor influence on vibrational properties of HCCH
molecule (10% and 7% of change in nuclear relaxation
polarizability and second hyperpolarizability upon passing
from RHF to CCSD(T), respectively). Our results are in a fair
agreement with the results reported by Medved’ et al.23

In the case of atomic and molecular systems, the properties
in question are quantitative measure of several linear and
nonlinear optical processes at microscopic level. The signif-
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Table 1 Exchange repulsion energy (εHL
ex ) for CO2, HCCH and

HCN molecules trapped inside single-walled carbon (3,3) and (4,4)
nanotubes (diameter equal to 0.45 and 0.60 nm, respectively)
computed at the HF/6-31G level of theory.
∆E = E(ω = 0.16)−E(ω = 0) was computed at the
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. All values are given in
kcal/mol.

εHL
ex ∆E

(3,3) (4,4)

CO2 908 123 174
HCCH 996 174 156
HCN 808 126 136

icance of this subject arises from the fact that understanding
of the electrical properties of molecular systems in confining
environments, in contrast to atoms,2–5 is still very limited. In
particular, the effects on the vibrational electrical properties
have not been discussed in the literature, except our prelimi-
nary results obtained recently for HCCCN molecule.15 Unlike
atoms, molecules possess the rotational and vibrational de-
grees of freedom. This leads to a more complicated picture of
the linear and nonlinear electrical response of molecules (even
diatomics) in the presence of external perturbations (e.g. elec-
tric fields). The importance of the vibrational contributions
to the molecular (hyper)polarizabilities is nowadays well
recognized.29,30 It has been shown that these contributions
in some instances may dominate over the electronic counter-
parts. The theoretical prediction of the vibrational corrections
to the (hyper)polarizabilities of polyatomic molecules is still
challenging for quantum chemistry methods. Usually, the
Born–Oppenheimer (BO) approximation is the starting point
for computations of the electric properties of molecules (see
Ref. 31,32 for an example of an alternative nonadiabatic
approach for computing (hyper)polarizabilities). Within
BO approximation the total energy may be separated into
terms related to electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom.
Hence, molecular properties may also be divided into the
corresponding electronic and vibrational contributions.

In this communication, in order to study the effect of
spatial confinement on the vibrational contributions to static
electric properties, we employed two approaches. Namely,
the perturbation method of Bishop and Kirtman (BK-PT) was
used to determine vibrational corrections based on the double
harmonic approximation (hereafter referred to as harmonic
contributions)25,33,34 while the finite-field nuclear relaxation
(FF-NR) method35,36 was employed to determine nuclear
relaxation hyperpolarizabilities. In the case of the FF-NR

Table 2 Changes in bond distances (∆i− j given in Angstroms) with
respect to geometry optimized without the presence of confining
potential (ω = 0)

ω CO2 HCCH HCN

∆C−O ∆C−C ∆C−H ∆C−N ∆C−H

0.08 -0.003 -0.005 -0.004 -0.004 -0.004
0.16 -0.012 -0.019 -0.015 -0.014 -0.015
0.24 -0.024 -0.036 -0.030 -0.028 -0.030

method the vibrational correction to electrical property (PVIB)
is interpreted in terms of contributions due to the shift of
the equilibrium geometry in the presence of an external
electric field (the so-called nuclear relaxation contribution,
PNR) and contribution due to the change of the shape of the
potential energy surface (the curvature contribution, Pcurv).
A comparison and detailed analysis of these two schemes
has been discussed in the literature repeatedly.37,38 The Pcurv

contributions are usually smaller than the PNR contribution
and are not computed here. It is worth to note that the FF-NR
method yields first and second hyperpolarizability including
electrical and mechanical anharmonicity. All calculations
reported in this communication correspond to the static limit
(time-independent electric fields are considered). The pure
electronic contributions were calculated at the equilibrium
geometries using the finite-field method.39 The choice of
external electric field (F) strength is particularly important for
the numerical evaluation of energy and property derivatives
using finite differences. Thus, in this communication, we
use the Romberg–Rutishaser scheme40 to determine pure
electronic (PEL) and vibrational (nuclear relaxation, PNR)
contributions to the molecular (hyper)polarizabilities, and to
control numerical stability of the results. The linear molecules
investigated here (CO2, HCCH and HCN) were oriented along
z-axis in all calculations. The FF-NR treatment was applied
only for the dominant longitudinal (along z-axis) components
of the static (hyper)polarizabilities.

The model two-dimensional harmonic potential was cen-
tered at the molecular axis:2,8,14–16,18

Vconf(ri) =
1
2

ω2r2
i =

1
2

ω2(x2
i + y2

i ), (2)

This type of model confining potential allows to mimic a
smoothly varying strength of spatial restriction by setting
the value of ω , related to the quadratic force constant of the
applied harmonic potential. Note that for the linear systems
studied in this work, embedded in the potential of cylindrical
symmetry, the net force exerted on nuclei due to external
potential vanishes. Similarly to our previous study, the range
of ω values considered in this communication was adjusted
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Table 3 Electronic and nuclear relaxation (hyper)polarizabilities of
the investigated molecules computed at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ
level of theory. All values are given in au.

ω αEL αNR β EL β NR γEL γNR

CO2

0.00 27.05 3.09 - - 977 1149
0.08 26.44 2.99 - - 742 948
0.16 25.09 2.78 - - 409 826
0.24 23.55 2.58 - - 210 691

HCCH

0.00 30.78 0.19 - - 3360 1800
0.08 29.55 0.17 - - 2588 1639
0.16 27.13 0.13 - - 1674 1206
0.24 24.64 0.09 - - 1130 926

HCN

0.00 22.53 0.14 6.23 -10.42 2317 911
0.08 21.82 0.14 6.87 -10.41 1936 818
0.16 20.31 0.11 7.39 -9.06 1359 665
0.24 18.66 0.08 6.70 -7.67 949 535

to render the exchange repulsion of linear molecules encap-
sulated in carbon nanotubes and varies from 0 to 0.24 au.15

Table 1 contains the values of exchange repulsion (εHL
ex ) for

the studied molecules encapsulated inside the single-walled
(3,3) and (4,4) carbon nanotubes (having diameters equal
to 0.45 and 0.60 nm, respectively). It follows from this
table that the value ω=0.16 au corresponds roughly to the
exchange repulsion exerted on each of the studied molecules
encapsulated inside a single-walled (3,3) carbon nanotube
(i.e. E(ω = 0.16)−E(ω = 0)≈ εHL

ex ) The geometries of the
CO2, HCCH and HCN molecules were fully optimized in
vacuum as well as in presence of the confining potential using
the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ approach. The same method
was applied for calculations of the electrical properties of
the investigated molecules. The geometry relaxations in the
external confining potential (and electric field) were carried
out with the aid of procedure developed by Luis et al.36 In this
approach the geometry optimization is performed by means
of the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shano method based on
the numerical energy gradients calculated employing the
GAUSSIAN 09 package.41 We evaluated all the properties
using custom computer routines based on the total energies
computed using the GAUSSIAN 09 program. In the latter
event, we used IOP(3/14=-6) keyword to include both the
dipole integrals and the second moment integrals.

Although the strength of the applied harmonic confinement
was tuned to model the real chemical environments, our theo-
retical predictions cannot be directly compared with the avail-

able experimental data. However, they can be presented in
the broad context of experiences and knowledge emerging
from computational and experimental studies concerning the
effects of spatial restriction or high pressure on the individ-
ual molecules and molecular materials. It is obvious that vi-
brational contributions to (hyper)polarizabilities of molecules
must be particularly influenced by changes in molecular ge-
ometry. Indeed, it has been shown that high pressure induces
significant changes of position and intensity of vibrational
bands in IR and Raman spectra of molecules in various molec-
ular materials. The direction of the pressure-induced shifts
and broadening of vibrational bands depends on the balance
between short-range repulsive and long-range attractive inter-
molecular forces.42–49 Our theoretical approach, based on im-
posing the model confining potential, is related to the situation
when strong repulsion and consequent electron density defor-
mation is the dominant effect influencing the molecular elec-
trical properties. Recently, a very effective quantum chemi-
cal approach, being an extension of the polarizable continuum
model for investigations of the effects of extreme pressure on
the structural and vibrational properties of molecules, was de-
veloped by Cammi et al.50–52 The results obtained within this
approximation (abbreviated PCM-XP) clearly show that the
bond distances are shortened and the corresponding harmonic
vibrational frequencies are increasing linearly with the magni-
tude of applied pressure. Similar effects are observed for rigid
molecules upon spatial confinement exerted by model poten-
tials.8,15,16,53–57 Our results presented in the Table 2 support
the findings reported by other authors, since for all the investi-
gated molecules the same trends are observed. In this context,
it should also be mentioned that Sarsa and Le Sech studied
the confinement of H+

2 and they concluded that “the electron
confinement is much more efficient at decreasing the mean in-
ternuclear distance as compared to the nuclei confinement”.58

Short inspection of Table 3 shows that both the electronic
(PEL) and vibrational (PNR) contributions to the longitudinal
polarizabilities and second hyperpolarizabilities decrease sig-
nificantly with an increasing spatial confinement (ω). The
plots of relative changes of αzz and γzzzz shown in Figure 1
indicate that these properties diminish almost linearly with
ω , even though initially the rate of this process is somewhat
slower due to the character of the applied confining potential.
It is interesting to note that the electronic components decrease
much faster than the corresponding nuclear relaxation contri-
butions. This indicates that, in general, the relative impor-
tance of the latter should be larger for confined species (cf.
Figure 1). The changes of PEL and PNR are usually mono-
tonic, however, there is one exception concerning β EL of HCN
molecule. In this case the electronic contribution is initially
rising and only under strong confinement starts to diminish.
The obtained results are in line with our observations related
to behaviour of the pure electronic first hyperpolarizabilities
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